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The idea that humans performing tracking tasks can
be viewed as asynchronous sampled-data control
systems has been in the literature for many years.2'3'r3
In tasks involving tracking unpredictably moving
targets, step movements at unpredictable times or
very slow ramp movements of the target, subjects
don't track smoothly but make positional error cor-
rections only intermittently. Hence the track followed
tends to have a discrete step-and-hold pattern, and
there is a minimum average period between corrective
mov€ments. It is generally assumed that some form
of asynchronous clock or timer is involved in this
"sampling" process. The frequency of corrections is
about l-3 per second in humans2'3'e'r3 and l-2 per
second in trained monkeys.E Predictable waveforms
are followed smoothly, however, and in humans
tracking sinusoids, very few corrective steps can be
seen.lo

The nature of the sampling mechanism responsible
for intermittent movements remains obscure. Navas
and Starke suggested that refractoriness of alpha
motorneurones may be involved, but this has been
disproved.r We have suggested that intermittent con-
trol may result not from the operation of a "sampler"
but from intermittent flow of information around the
visuomotor feedback loop.7 This implies that the rate
of corrections should be controlled mainly by delays
in the loop (visual processing, motor programming
and movement execution); hence, no explicit sam-
pling mechanism would be required. If the rate of
corrective movements is controlled in this way, then
any additional delays imposed on the feedback loop
would decrease the correction rate by a predictable
amount. The normal feedback loop time may be
estimated by the reciprocal of movement frequency;
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the predicted movement frequency is then the recip-
rocal of normal loop time plus added loop delays.

We report here the results of experiments designed
to test this hypothesis in a visual tracking task, by
increasing the time delay between corrective move-
ments and visual feedback of these movements, in
both a trained rhesus monkey and in five human
subjects.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURDS

The same experimental equipment was used for both the
human and monkey trials. The subject sat in front of an
oscilloscope screen on which a circular target was displayed
(diameter: 1 cm for monkey, 0.5 cm for humans). The target
could be moved horizontally over a 6 cm range by a function
generator. Slow sinusoids are effectively unpredictable to
monkeys8 and a series of six frequencies between 0.036 and
0.46H2 was used. The monkey was also tested tracking
a pseudo-random waveform: an RML 3802 lab computer
was programmed to sum 16 non-harmonic sines of equal
amplitude but random phase. The resultant waveform
had a frequency range of 0.039-O.69 Hz, and it repeated in
approx. 1 min. Humans can predictively follow sinusoids as
low as 0.1 Hz, however,ro so the human subjects were tested
with the pseudo-random waveform only.

The subject was required to use a free-movingjoystick to
control the X-Y position of a small monitor spot also
displayed on the oscilloscope screen; the spot thus provided
visual feedback of position. A 2-channel analogue delay
(based on the Reticon SAD1024 i.c.) could be switched-in
between the joystick and display, so that visual feedback
could be delayed by up to 500ms.

The monkey was trained over several months to maintain
the monitor spot within the target circle. He was rewarded
with apple juice if he remained on-target for about half a
second. Five human subjects were given several minutes
practice at the task before their responses were recorded.
They were not told about the delay, and delay times were
randomly selected at 2 min intervals, separated by I min at
zero delay. Delays of less than 100 ms proved to be difficult
for the subjects to detect, but long delays were more
obvious. Subjects reported afterwards that delays between
100 and 200ms gave the joystick a rather "loose" feel.
Longer delays were very difficult to overcome, and two of
our subjects complained that with delays of 300 ms, the
equipment was "not working properly".
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The target and joystick position signals were recorded on
magnetic tape. These were then displayed on a chart
recorder, along with the electronically-derived velocity sig-
nal. The subjects made clear step-and-hold corrective move-
ments while tracking the target waveforms, and these were
particularly noticeable as discrete peaks in the velocity
record (Fig. 1b). The average number of movements per
second (m.p.s.) was determined for each subject with imme-
diate visual leedback and when feedback delays of
50-300 ms (humans) or 50-500 ms (monkey) were intro-
duced. First. the number of movements made in I min
periods were counted. A "movement" was taken to be a
single, smooth change of position, and hence a single peak
in the velocity record. Twenty records from human subjects
were counted by two observers to gauge the reliability of the
estimates. The technique was also tested for several of the
monkey's records by spectral analysis of the sinusoidal
tracking records. In any one record the rate of corrections
was quite variable: the subject tended to make more fre-
quent movements when the target was moving fastest but
there was also variation about the mean rate which was not
related to the target trajectory. Fourier analysis was then
unable to detect a clear component at the average frequency
of corrective movements (Fig. 1c). A frequency spectrum
was therefore plotted by averaging 20-30 successive auto-
regressive spectral estimates of the movenent record, each
calculated from 256 points (3.6s, or 1251 of the target
period) triggered with reference to a fixed position in the
target cycle.T This technique allowed us to isolate the
average frequency component which was due to the step-
and-hold movements (Fig. ld).

The predicted fall in movement rate (Ro) when delays are
introduced is hyperbolic, and can be determined by:

Rd:  1 .0 (1 .0 /Ro+d) (1)

where Ro is the movement rate with no delay, and d is the
introduced delay (see Introduction). This equation is used to
plot the expected lall in movement rate shown in Figs 3, 4,
6 and 9.

However, the results of spectral analysis indicated that the
fall was twice that predicted by equation l. This is because
the spectral technique measures movement cycles, and each
cycle is made up of two movements. Hence, the frequency
of movements (fo) is predicted by:

fa :1 .0 / (1 .0 / fo+2d)  (2 )

where fe is the movement frequency with no delay.
Step-and-hold tracking is a form of amplitude modu-

lation of the target waveform. The velocity signal can be
idealized as a pulse-amplitude modulated signal (e.g. Ref. 5).
The spectrum of such a P.A.M. signal would not contain a
lrequency component at fo, but would have "side-band"
components (f, and fr) at fo + {, where l, is the target
frequency. Therefore we modified equation 2 to:

fd : 1.0(1.0/fo + 2d) t ft (3)

and fo must be estimated by:

(i + i) or (f' - i).
This equation is therefore used to plot the expected fre-
quency components in Fig. 5.

RESULTS

Monkey experiments

A typical example of the monkey's tracking re-
sponses is shown in Fig. la. With no delay of visual
feedback clear step-and-hold movements can be seen,
and the average rate of these corrective movements
ranged from 1.11 to 1.62 movements per second

(m.p.s.: mean 1.33). There was a slight decrease in the
rate of positional corrections as target frequency
increased (Fig. 3), although the scatter was consid-
erable. Introduction of delays in the visual feedback
of position caused two changes in the monkey's
responses. First, he made less frequent corrections of
position, so that the average frequency of movements
fell as feedback delay increased (Fig. 2b). Second, he
increasingly tended to overshoot the target; with
delays of 200 ms or more this resulted in clear
"hunting" about the target sine-wave (Figs 2b
and c).

The hyperbolic fall in rate of corrective movements
as feedback delay increased is shown in Fig. 3, for
three target frequencies. The data at each target
frequency were fitted by a curve calculated by addi-
tion of the introduced delay to the average period of
movements when working without delay (see Experi-
mental Procedures). In order to plot all 6 frequency
curves together, the data sets were normalized to
the average base rate with no feedback delay of
1.33m.p.s. Predicted values then all fall on a single
curve, and the experimental results for al! target
frequencies are shown together with this predicted
curve in Fig. 4. It can be seen that there is very close
agreement between observed and predicted results.

Fourier analysis was not of use in confirming these
findings (Fig. lc), because the rate of corrections
varied about an average value, both within the target
cycle and over several cycles. Using a spectral esti-
mation technique we were able to determine spectral
estimates for much shorter data lengths, and by
triggering these data windows from a set point in the
target cycle, we calculated an average spectrum that
showed a number of components other than at the
target frequency (Figs ld and 5). These appeared in
many of the spectra as a complex of three peaks,
separated by the difference between the target fre-
quency and the average movement frequency, and
moved together towards lower frequencies as feed-
back delays were introduced. Evidence for such
reflected peaks was found in many of the individual
spectra plotted, and can also be seen in the averaged
spectra (Fig. 5). The second peak (fr) was often of
small amplitude and is not evident in all the averaged
spectra. The target frequency in Fig. 5 is 0.35 Hz, so
fo is situated at (fr +0.35), i.e. at l,4Hz. The pre-
dicted locations of fd, f, and f, have been determined
by substituting this value in equation 3 (Experimental
Procedures). Many of the peaks in Fig. 5 are close to
their predicted locations.

With the longest delays, 200 and 300 ms, the
monkey showed periods of overt "hunting" about the
target sinusoid. These records are therefore described
in part by the amplitude modulation considered
above, but in other parts are better described by
frequency addition. The averaged spectra for these
long delay trials therefore contain the two "side-
band" peaks predicted by equation 3, but also a peak
at f,.
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Fig. 1. Response of a monkey tracking a 0.2H2 sinusoidal target (not shown). Step-and-hold movements
can be seen in the position record (a), and appear as discrete peaks in the velocity record (b). c: 1024 point
FFT power spectrum ofFig. la. The large peak is at the target frequency, little power is associated with
the step-and-hold movements. d: an average autoregressive spectrum calculated by averaging twenty 256

point spectra triggered off the target signal; note the peaks at 1.5 and 2.2H2.
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The monkey's responses to the pseudo-random
waveform were very similar to his responses to
sinusoidal targets. The rate of corrective movements
when tracking the pseudo-random waveform were
also similar, and fell as predicted when feedback
delays were introduced (Fig. 6).

Human experiments

The humans' responses to the pseudo-random tar-
get were similar to those of the monkey, with clear
signs of step-and-hold positional corrections in all
5 records (Fig. 7). As with the monkey, there was
considerable variation in the moment-to-moment fre-
quency ofmovements, but averaged over I full cycle
of the target function (c. 60 s) they ranged from 2.01
to 2.47 m.p.s. (mean 2.26). In order to assess the

errors introduced by visual identification of "move-
ments", 20 records from 2 of the subjects were
counted by 2 observers. The difference in numbers of
movements counted by the 2 observers was only 4.ll
(+1.91% SE), while the correlation between their
counts was 0.93.

As before, introduction of delays reduced the
number of movements made (Fig. 7) and increased
their amplitude. Brief periods of hunting about the
target were seen at high feedback delays (Fig. 8a), but
these were not as pronounced as in the monkey's
responses. However, unlike the monkey, the human
subjects' movement frequency did not continue to fall
with delays higher than about 150 ms, and for longer
delays the frequency increased again (Fig. 9). This
was true of all 5 subjects. The main cause for this
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Fig. 2. Typical tracking responses ofa trained monkey (heavy lines), tracking a horizontal sinusoid (light
lines) with immediate visual feedback (upper trace). Introduction of visual feedback delays of 300 and
400 ms reduced the frequency ofthe corrective movements (left, middle trace) and caused "hunting" about

the target sinusoid (right, middle and lower traces).
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increase was brief periods of very fast corrections. In
some of these periods the tracking became quite
smooth, and it became difficult to distinguish individ-
ual peaks in the velocity waveform (Fig. 8b).

No frequency analysis of the human responses was
attempted because of the difficulties in interpreting
the complex spectra generated by the pseudo-random
target function.

DISCUSSION

Both the monkey and human subjects tracked the
target by making discrete step-and-hold movements.

The frequency of positional corrections was variable,
averaging 1.33 and 2.26 movements per second
(m.p.s.) for monkey and humans, respectively. The
slight decrease in the monkey's rate of corrections as
the target frequency increased is not felt to be
significant. Other experiments have shown that
movement rate increases slightly as frequency in-
creases, but only doubles in rate as target frequency
increases 30-fold.8

Minimum reaction times are in the range
200-250 ms for both monkeysa and humans.6,rr How-
ever, in a tracking task calculating positional error,
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Fig. 3. Average rate of monkey's corrective movements when tracking sinusoids, with additional delays
in visual feedback. Target frequency: a: 0.086 Hz; b: 0.036 Hz; c:. 0.2H2. The predicted fall in movement

rate for each frequency (heavy line) was determined using equation I (Experimental Procedures).
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Fig. 4. Frequency of monkey's corrective movements (mean f I SEJ tracking sinusoids at six frequencies,
nonnalised-to the average base rate with immediate visual feedback of 1.33 m,p.s. Delays in visual

feedback reduced the average m.p.s. in close agreement with predicted values (light curve).
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Fig. 5. A raster diagram of 5 averaged auto-regressive
frequency spectra of the monkey's tracking responses to a
target sinusoid of 0.35 Hz. Each line is the average of 2G-30
individual spectra. The introduced delay in visual feedback
is indicated to the right of each spectrum (milli-seconds).
Predicted locations of components due to the corrective
movements of the monkey are indicated by dotted lines

(equation 3, Experimental Procedures).

programming a corrective movement and executing it
all add to this minimum time (reviews see Refs 6, I l),
until the average period between movements reached
750 and 442ms for monkey and human, respectively
(i.e. 1.33 and 2.26m.p.s.).

The monkey's rate of corrections was reduced
dramatically by the introduction of delays in visual
feedback of position. The fall in movement rate was
approximately hyperbolic, and was closely fitted by
equation I (Experimental Procedures). In the average
frequency spectra, the step-and-hold form of the
monkey's responses gave rise to a complex of peaks,
representing the average frequency of corrective steps
and two side bands. These components also showed
the predicted shift towards lower frequencies as visual
feedback was delayed.

Vicario and Ghezr2 have reported a related experi-
ment. in which cats were trained to use isometric
force to return a displaced feeding tube to a central

position. When the effects of their corrections were
delayed by 60-180ms, the cats made secondary
corrections one reaction time after first detecting the
failure of the original response. This implies that the
cats did not wait to assess the final outcome of their
responses, but reacted as soon as the response error
was apparent. However, their experimental design
required a compensatory response to single step
movements, whereas ours is a continuous tracking
task. Thus, in our experiments the subjects may need
to assess their current position before a correction is
made. Both experiments do indicate, however, that
the second response was triggered by visual feedback.
These findings support our hypothesis that the fre-
quency of positional corrections is not controlled by
an asychronous sampling device, but is a consequence
of the inevitable delays in the visuomotor feedback
control loop.

Our proposed model of visuomotor feedback
controlT requires that the flow of information around
the loop is interrupted in some way. We suggested
that the interruption was not due to the operation of
an asynchronous sampling switch as has been pre-
viously suggested;3'e'r3 rather, we proposed that it
results from subjects not bothering to correct for very
small errors but waiting until they exceeded some
critical threshold size (error dead-zone). The switch-
ing frequency of a sampling mechanism should be
independent of visuomotor feedback loop time
whereas that of a dead-zone type of non-linearity
would be highly dependent on it. The fall in move-
ment rate seen here under delayed feedback condi-
tions therefore indicates that some form of dead-zone
may be functional.

Craik3 argued against the idea that a dead-zone
imposes intermittent operation of the visual feedback
loop. He thought that this would mean that tfre
amplitude of target movement would always govern
the number of positional corrections, which is man-
ifestly untrue. However, he neglected the role of loop

c  1 0 0  2 0 0  3 0 0

Delay  (ms. )

Fig. 6. Examples of fall in monkey's average rate of
positional corrections when tracking a pseudo-random
waveform with visual feedback delays (dark lines); predicted

rates of movements are given by the light lines.
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Fig. 7. Typical human responses (heavy lines) tracking a pseudo-random waveform Qight lines). The
normal frequency ofstep-and-hold movements (upper trace) was reduced by introducing 100 and 200ms
delays in visual feedback (middle and lower traces). The. average amplitude of corrective movements also
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Fig. 8. Human responses (heavy lines) when tracking with long visual feedback delays. a: Brief "hunting"
(dotted periods) about the target waveform (light line); delay 200ms. b: Briefperiods ofhigh frequeniy

corrections (arrows); delay 300 ms.
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Fig. 9. Average frequency (tl SE) of corrective movements made by 5 human subjects tracking a
pseudo-randorn waveform. The data have been normalised to the average base rate, as in Fig. 3. The
average m.p.s. initially followed the predicted curve Qight line), but increased with delays of over 150 ms.

time. For very slow movements, the amplitude of
target excursion may indeed determine the number of
corrections because there is plenty of time for each
one to be programmed and executed; hence, at low
frequencies the number of corrections may be dead-
zone limited.8 As the frequency of target movement
increases, however, so the visuomotor loop time
becomes critical and at higher frequencies the rate of
positional corrections becomes determined by loop
time, as demonstrated by these results.

A major difference between the tracking responses
of the monkey and of the human subjects was the
humans' recovery of high correction rates when the
feedback delay exceeded 150ms (Fig. 9). The fre-
quency of their movements varied considerably from
moment-to-moment. however. The increase in aver-
age m.p.s. with longer delays was mainly a result of
brief periods of very fast corrections of position (Fig.
8b). We believe that these periods indicate that
humans adopt a new tracking strategy, in an attempt
to overcome the problems of feedback control with

long delays. When questioned about their tracking,
most subjects felt that they improved their long-delay
performance by attempting to mimic the movements
of the target, rather than by attempting to correct the
current positional error. It may be that humans tend
to alternate between a feedback control strategy and
one ofopen-loop feedforward control, where the rate
of movement is no longer limited by feedback loop
time. The monkey did not appear to adopt this
strategy, however, and average m.p.s. was well pre-
dicted by the total feedback loop delay. We cannot
say from the present data whether the feedforward
pathway also displays intermittency, or whether it is
based on, for example, feedforward of target position
or velocity.
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